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Plutarch's Comparison of Pericles 
and Fabius Maximus 

Philip A. Stadter 

THE PURPOSE of Plutarch's Parallel Lives was to make clear the 
moral qualities of the heroes who are being described. Two 
fundamental practices distinguish Plutarch's method: he used 

the heroes' deeds and words as evidence for their moral qualities or 
virtues, and he compared two people with the same or similar 
qualities to determine the exact nature of those qualities in the 
individual. The comparative method is essential to Plutarch's tech
nique. Plutarch's parallel lives are indeed parallel. Plutarch designed 
his pairs of lives to be read together: he regularly called them f1lot 
7Tapt:f>.~.:ry>.m, and in his prefaces he speaks of each pair as being united 
in one book. He tells us, for instance, that the lives of Pericles and 
Fabius Maximus, with which I will be concerned here, form the tenth 
book or {1t{1A.tov of his Lives (Per. 2.5). 

The fundamental design has been frequently misunderstood. The 
authenticity of the cvyKpLcetc found at the end of most pairs of lives 
was attacked in the nineteenth century, especially because they 
seemed to point out the differences between the heroes rather than 
the similarities. Yet the importance of comparisons in contemporary 
rhetorical theory and practice provided Plutarch with a conceptual 
background for comparing heroes. Further investigation revealed, in 
fact, that the cvyKpLatc are balanced by the introductions, so that the 
introductions usually stress the congruences, the conclusions the 
differences of the heroes.1 Harmut Erbse more recently demonstrated 
on the basis of the Demostltenes and Cicero that Plutarch does not limit 
his comparison to the introduction and conclusion but makes much 
of the various events of his heroes' lives which parallel each 

1 See F. Leo, Die griechisch-romische Biographie nach ihrer literarischen Form (Leipzig 1901) 
149-52; A. Stiefenhofer, "Die Echtheitsfrage der biographischen Synkriseis Plutarchs," 
Philologus 73 (1914-16) 462-503; F. Focke, "Synkrisis," Hermes 58 {1923) 327-68. The integrity 
of the cr$y1Cptctc as a part of each pair is also clear from the MSS., as was first brought out by 
the Lindskog·Ziegler edition by printing the cr$y1Cptac continuously with the text of the 
second life, as the introduction is printed with the first. 
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other.2 This insight, that Plutarch's comparative method is used 
throughout the pair of lives and not just at the beginning and end, 
needs further consideration, especially in the case of lives which, 
unlike the Demosthenes-Cicero pair, are not obviously similar. 

Plutarch's purpose in using the comparative method is nowhere 
better explained than in the introduction to his short treatise De 
mulierum virtutibu.s, 243 B-o: 

In fact, there is no better way oflearning the similarity and difference 
of male and female virtue than by putting lives beside lives and deeds 
beside deeds, just as if they were works of art, and considering 
whether the fLEya>..o7TprxyJ.LocvVTJ of Semiramis has the same mark and 
character as that of Sesostris, or the cvveetc of Tanaquil as that of 
King Servius, or the ~POVTJfLCX of Porcia and Timocleia as that of Brutus 
and Pelopidas, according to the most important common feature 
and faculty. The virtues take on certain differences-peculiar colors, 
so to speak-because of the underlying habits, bodily constitution, 
food and way of life. For in fact Achilles was courageous in a different 
way from Ajax, and Odysseus' ~POVTJCLC was different from Nestor's. 
Cato and Agesilaus were not just in the same way; Eirene was not 
like Alcestis in her love for her husband, nor was Cornelia like 
Olympias in her highmindedness. 

Although Plutarch in this treatise is interested in comparing women 
with men, in this paragraph we have, mutatis mutandis, a kind of 
program for the parallel lives, suggesting how each book, each pair of 
lives will explore a virtue or group of virtues and how it manifests 
itself in two men and by comparison and contrast reveals its peculiar 
presence in each.3 In the process, we might expect each life to be 
influenced and subtly shaped by its mate, as Plutarch searches to 
bring out the similarities and differences of his heroes. A proper 
evaluation of these reciprocal influences thus becomes essential for 
the true understanding of any life. 

1 H. Erbse, "Die Bedeutung der Synkrisis in den Parallelbiographien Plutarchs," Hermes 
84 (1956) 398-424. Erbse rightly sees that Plutarch attempts to base his comparisons not on 
externals but on important similarities in Charakter and Lebenslauf Cf also B. Bucher
Isler, Norm und Individualitiit in den Biographien Plutarchs (Bern-Stuttgart 1972=Noctes 
Romanae 13) 7 4-78. 

3 Plutarch's theory of virtue as taking different forms in different people is framed in 
opposition to Stoic ethical theory. For Plutarch's contrast with the Stoics on this point see 
D. Babut, Plutarque et le Stoicisme (Paris 1969) 318-66. For his use of Peripatetic terminology, 
see A. Dible, Studien zvr griechischen Biographie (AbhGiltt 3 Folge 37, 1956) 60-87. 
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Unfortunately, because of our division of Greek and Roman history, 
each life of a pair is regularly studied and analyzed separately with 
little or no regard for the life which is parallel to it, and usually with
out even mentioning the comparisons set after both. In this essay I 
will consider some aspects of the relation between the Pericles and its 
parallel life, the Fabius Maximus. 4 

There is no need to point out the basic differences between the 
situation of the two heroes.5 Pericles was leading statesman in a 
democracy when Athenian imperialism was at its height; Fabius, just 
one member of a ruling senatorial oligarchy at a time when Rome was 
facing the greatest crisis of its history. The structure of the two lives is 
also radically different. The Fabius very early comes to the zenith of 
Fabius' career, in chapters 4-13, which describe how Fabius by his 
delaying tactics successfully kept Hannibal at bay in 217 B.c. The rest 
of the life moves summarily through the remaining years of the war, 
though there is a secondary peak at the conquest of Tarentum in 209 
(cc.21-22), and concludes with Fabius' difficulties with Scipio and his 
eventual death. The Pericles, on the other hand, recites a long history 
of the Athenian statesman's education ( cc.4-6), his struggle for power 
against first Cimon (cc.9-10) and then Thucydides (cc.ll-14), and only 
arrives-almost at the end of the life-to the moral height of Pericles' 
career in his conduct of the first years of the Peloponnesian War 
(cc.29-35). His death, of course, follows immediately. However, 
despite these obvious differences, there are a large number of simi
larities. A study of these will show how Plutarch used the comparative 
method in this pair of lives. 

First of all, the nicknames of the two leaders. In chapter 1 of the 
Fabius that hero was called Ovicula, 'Little Sheep'. The regular 
agnomen of Fabius, used by Cicero, Pliny and the Fasti Capitolini, was 
Verrucosus. Plutarch, however, has encountered Ovicula6 and reports 
it to us, explaining that Fabius was given the name because of his 
self-control (rrprt6T7Jc) and his general dignity (fJapVTTJc ). 7 Pericles also 
was given a nickname, 'O>..vfLTTwc, which the biographer ascribes 

' Thus, in a sense, answering the question of K. Ziegler, Plutarchos von Chaironeia (Stutt
gart 1949) 262 (=RE s.v. PLUTARCHOS, 21 (1951] 899), "was haben ... Perikles und Fabius 
Maxim us ... in Wahrheit miteinander gemein ?" 

5 Several distinctions are brought out in the ceyKptctc, Fab. 28-30. 
6 Known to us otherwise only from De vir. ill. 43.1. 
7 I prefer {Ja.pVTr]-ra of the MSS. (=gravitas) to Cobet's emendation, {Jpa.8*a. 
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especially to his style of speaking (Per. 8.3-4).8 At the end of the life, 
Plutarch reconsiders the name and decides that although it sounded 
affected and pompous, the name was especially appropriate to 
Pericles because he shared in that calmness and quiet which we 
properly associate with the home of the gods. By drawing attention 
to these two distinctive nicknames, Plutarch has been able to com
ment on a similar quality in the two men, a calm and dignified self
control. 

A second similarity between the two lives is found in the emphasis 
on one-man rule. Plutarch goes to some lengths to bring out the fact 
that both men acted as monarchs in politics, despite the great differ
ence of the constitutions under which they lived. Fabius, of course, 
was made a dictator. "The times needed an unrestrained monarchy, 
which they called a dictatorship" (Fab. 3.7). The powers of the office 
were tyrannical (Fab. 4.2), and in fact the tribune Metellus accused 
Fabius of trying to overthrow the populace and set up an unrestrained 
monarchy and of exercising a tyranny (Fab. 8.4 and 9.2). Pericles also 
struck many as being a monarch. From the beginning he was sus
pected of tyrannical inclinations because of his resemblance to 
Peisistratus (Per. 7.1) and had to avoid suspicion on this account 
('irrro,Pla Tvpavvl8oc, Per. 7.3). His adviser Damon was ostracized for 
being qnAoTvpavvoc (Per. 4.3). After his last great opponent Thucydides 
son of Melesias was expelled, the chorus of •tyrant' was heard on all 
sides, especially from the comic poets (see Per. 16.1 and 3.5). The 
historian's dictum was true: "it was a democracy in name, but in 
fact rule by the leading man" (Per. 9.1). This condition was not limited 
to one year, as was Fabius', but lasted almost to his death. Only after 
he died did the citizens realize that what had been called p.ovapxla 
and Tvpavvlc was really the bulwark, cwT-f]p,ov lpvp.a, of the state 
(Per. 39.4). Here Plutarch bring out certciin similarities between the 
position and way of acting of his two statesmen. 

A third case concerns the respective heroes' handling of their fellow 
citizens. In chapter 33 of the Pericles we are told, following Thucydides 
(2.13.1), how the foresighted statesman warned the Athenians that 
Archidamus might decide to spare his (Pericles') land, thus laying 
him open to slander and sowing division in the city. Pericles therefore 
promised that any land which should be spared by Archidamus he 

• On the traditional opinion of Pericles' oratory, see W. R. Connor, "Vim quamdam 
incredibilem: a Tradition concerning the Oratory of Pericles," ClMed 23 (1962) 23-33. 
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himself would give over to the city. The difficulty is surmounted 
before it arises, and we hear nothing more of it. The same problem 
presents itself in the Fabius but with a different outcome. In chapter 7 
Hannibal carefully spares the lands of Fabius while he is ravaging the 
other farms near Rome so as to influence the passions of the Romans 
against Fabius. His plan proves successful, and the resulting outcry 
in the city was one of the causes of the continuing attacks on Fabius' 
policies. Plutarch has found two incidents of basically similar nature, 
which were handled differently by his two heroes, and presented 
them to us in such a way that we can see the differences which can 
exist between two men who share basically the same virtues. In this 
case, Plutarch has brought out Pericles' greater foresight. 

Plutarch draws attention to various other resemblances or parallels 
between Pericles and Fabius: their lack of superstition in religious 
matters,9 their honesty (8LKawcvv7J),10 their use of oratory as an 
opyavov m:dlovc ,11 their caution in war,12 their strength in facing 
deaths in their family,13 etc. But for Plutarch the great similarity 
between the two statesmen, that which subsumes all the others, was 
their ability to endure the stupidities of the mass of common citizens 
and their own colleagues,14 that is, the virtue of 7rpq.677Jc. This virtue 
is defined by Aristotle (Eth.Nic. 1125b26ff) as a mean with regard to 
feeling (opy1]). The man who is 7Tpfj,oc controls his emotions, being 
neither without feeling nor carried away by feeling. Rather, all is 
subject to .:\6yoc. Plutarch used the term in much the same sense, as 
has been shown by Hubert Martin,15 to describe .. a self-restraint 
which avoids excess of every kind, whether physical or emotional, 

1 Pericles was KaBVTTlp£poc 8£tct8atp.ovlac (Per. 6.1, cf. the anecdote of the eclipse, Per. 35.2, 
and his shame at wearing a charm when mortally ill, Per. 38.2). Fabius on being made 
dictator performs religious rites ov 8£tct8atp.ovlav £v£pya{op.€Voc, aM' 8app6vwv £Vc£{3d~ -rr}v 
ap£Trjv (Fab. 4.4, cf. 5.1). Fabius, of course, shows much more respect for religious obliga
tions than Pericles: cf. Fab. 4 and 18. 

10 The honesty of Pericles: Per. 15.3, 16.3; of Fabius: Fab. 7.5-8; of both: Per. 2.5, Fab. 
30.5-6. 

u Per. 8.1-4, 15.2-3; Fab. 1.7-9. 
u The leading quality of both as generals was &.ccfo&>.£ta. See Per. 18.1: iv 8~ Tate cTpaTTJ

ylatc fiV8oKlf.L£! p.&AtCTa 8ux -rr)v accfo&>.£tav. The idea lies behind Per. 18, 19.3, 20.3-4, 21, 38.4. 

Fabius' cautiousness does not need to be emphasized, but see Fab. 5.3 (~To,\p.oc), 5.4, 10.7, 
19.3, 25.3, 26.3-4. 

IS Per. 36.6-9, Fab. 24.6. 
14 See Per. 2.5: Tcfl 86vac9ru cfolp£tv 8~p.wv KaL cvvapxOVTwv &yvcup.ocovac. 
15 "The Concept of Praotes in Plutarch's Lives," GRBS 3 (1960) 65-73; this quotation is. 

from p.73. 
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whether within the individual or in his relations with other people." 
It is of the essence of the concept of '11'pq.6TTJc that one be under pressure 
from feeling, ofJ'Y77, whether in oneself or outside, and be able to 
resist it and control it by the use of reason. Plutarch saw this quality 
as being exemplified in different ways by both Pericles and Fabius 
Maxim us. He notes its manifestation in many aspects of their lives; 
their nicknames, as we have seen, their way of walking,16 their 
caution in warP and so on. The word '11'p([-6TTJc and its cognates are 
used more frequently in this than in any other pair of lives.18 

Both Pericles and Fabius are presented throughout especially as 
men who control themselves and thus can control the state in diffi
cult times. Anaxagoras lifted up Pericles' thoughts and taught him 
dignity and self-control, inward and outward, including a proper 
attitude toward superstition, and a lofty oratory (Per. 4-6, 8). His 
rivalry with Cimon and Thucydides son of Melesias forced Pericles to 

cater more to the people (Per. 9-14), but afterward he asserted his 
natural aristocratic temperament (Per. 15). When on his own he 
emerges as doctor to the ills of the state (Per. 15.1, 34.5), using his 
rhetoric as a Platonicifivxaywyla (Per.15.2). As monarch he encourages 
the city to p.lya <f>pov£'iv through initiatives like the Congress Decree 
(Per. 17), but he also checks it when it inclines to excess in the years 
before the Peloponnesian War.19 His great moment comes at the 
time of the first Peloponnesian invasion of Attica. In this passage in 
chapter 33 we find that Plutarch, following the example of Thucyd
ides, describes the contest as one between reason and emotion, 
yvdJp."fJ and opy~.20 Pericles kept calming them (KaT€'11'p&iiv£), and he 
would not call them into assembly from fear that he might be forced 
to do something against his judgement ('11'apa yvdJp."fJv). Like the 
helmsman of a ship who resists the anguished cries of the passengers 
and exercises his skill ( -rlxvn ), Pericles kept the city closed up for 
safety and exercised his own judgement (.,\oytcp.o'ic). Pericles' ability 

111 Per. 5.1, w~c wopElac (this chapter is devoted to demonstrating Pericles' general 
self-control); Fab. 17.7, "P~ pa8lcp.an. 

17 See supra n.l2. 
u Sixteen times. The next highest appears to he the Gracchi-Agis and Cleomenes set, 

with six. 
lt ~ecrrlxn" lw££p(i"NJ, 18.2; otl CVV£'}{Wf1E£ ••• otl3~ c1111E[Iw£11'T£11, 20.3; KcrrEi'){E, 21.1; lpyov ~" 

Kct:ri%C'){£w, 27.2. 
10 Thuc. 2.22.1: EICldt.,cl.av OVIC molE£ allTwv ova~ eu.UO,,v oV3b-a, TOV p.~ opyfj T£ ,.,.a».ov 1j 

'fi'WP.'D fvvEMI&VTaC l[ap.aprEiv. 
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to exercise control over the Athenians is emphasized by his words 
contrasting trees and men, by the helmsman-simile reminiscent of 
Plato21 and by the account of the attacks made on Pericles at this 
time, by friends, foes and comic poets. The whole is rounded off 
ti full • \ ' • ' ' <:' ' ' '(} - ' • TT \ - ' \ \ ' orce y. 1TI\7JV v1r ovaevoc eKI.V7J 7J 'TWV 'TO£OV'TWV o .u. ep£KI\TfC1 <X/\1\<X 

7Tprf.wc Ka' CLW7Tjj TTJV &:~agtav Kat TYJV a1Tix0e£<XV vcp£cTafLEVOC ••• EfLE£VEJI 

olKovpwv Kai 8ux Xetpoc exwv T~V 1TOA£V (Per. 34.1). Pericles is presented 
as truly 1rp~oc, able to endure the outcry of the people in silence and 
self-control, as he had endured the taunts of the boor in the anecdote 
recounted at the beginning of the life (Per. 5.2). 

Using a simile from medical practice, Plutarch describes Pericles as 
a doctor who is blamed by his patients for the disease (Per. 34.5) after 
the outbreak of the plague causes new frustration. By sending out 
expeditions against the Peloponnese he attempts to heal, calm and 
encourage the Athenians.22 He was deprived of his office but almost 
at once called back because no other general was equal to the task: 

'c:- ' f3 , ., ' , '"'' •c., • , ' , OVaE£C apoc EXWV £Coppo1TOV OVO <X~I.WfL<X 1rpoc TOC<XVT'TJV EXE')I')'VOV 

.f]yefLovlav £cf>alvero (Per. 37.1). 
Fabius' great moment comes after the disaster of Flaminius at 

Trasimene, when he is chosen dictator, as lc6ppo1TOV exovTa Tcfl fLEyNle£ 

Tijc apxJic TO cppOV1JfL<X Kai 'TO a~lWfL<X 'TOV TjfJovc.23 Fabius' policy of 
delay, although feared by Hannibal, is mocked by the Romans, who 
like the Athenians under Pericles wish to fight their enemies at once. 
The account of Fabius' firmness in controlling the Romans and 
especially his colleague Minucius is told at some length and rein
forced by anecdotes such as that in 5.6-8, where Fabius when informed 
of Minucius' taunts replies that he would indeed be a coward if he 
abandoned his own judgement from fear of mocking and insults.24 

Hannibal's success in using the trick of the cattle to get out of a diffi
cult position and his refusal to ravage Fabius' fields increased the 
opposition of the Romans so that they would not honor Fabius' 
agreement ransoming prisoners. But & (/)&{3toc ~v fL~V dp~v ecpepe 
7rpt#wc 'TCAJV 7ToA£Twv (Fab. 7.7) and freed the prisoners with his own 
money. The apophthegm of Diogenes, all' £yw ov K<X'TayeAtiJfL<XI., is 
used by Plutarch to put in relief Fabius' ability to endure the insulting 

u Cf. Resp. 488, especially the stress on the need for T'fXV'J in a helmsman. 
•• Per. 35.1 lac9al., 35.4 '"f%JY'IYOf'EW Ka~ &:va9app~"'· 
sa Cf. Per. 37.1 quoted above. 
u EK'Irlco'll' T'wv Ep.aVT'Ov 'Aoy'c,~oaJV, cf. EXfYitro T'OK ~v 'Aoy'c,~ooZc at Per. 33.6. 
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treatment of Minucius: e</J£p€V &7Ta0wc Ka1. p~8lwc (Fab. 10.2). This 
self-control is shown finally when, after Minucius had fallen into 
Hannibal's trap and been saved by Fabius, the latter did not remon-

• ~ \ t I,./.. t ~· t 8 \ t \ \ ~ I Strate: ovo£v V7T£PTJ't'avov ova £1Tax £C £L7TWV 7T£PL Tov cvvapxovToc 
(Fab. 13.1). Throughout Fabius' legendary cautiousness is united 
with his ability to control himself and others: &c<foaA£ta is seen as one 
aspect of his 7Tp~o'TTJC. 

Fabius' first dictatorship was the chief occasion for demonstrating 
his 7Tp~o'TTJC, but references to this leading characteristic continue in 
the rest of the life. It is apparent after Cannae (Fab. 17.7), when he 
shared management of the war with Marcellus (Fab. 19.4), and in his 
treatment of the allies (Fab. 20). The anecdotes and personal com
ments in chapter 20 emphasize the importance of the virtue of 7Tp~6-
TTJC in the leader. 

Unlike Pericles, however, to Plutarch's mind the Roman shows a 
shift away from 7Tp~o'TTJC to less admirable virtues, especially </JtAo
Ttp.la. After the conquest of Tarentum, he erred in having the 
Bruttians slain: 8oK£i </JtAonp.lac i}T'TWV y£vlc0at (Fab. 22.5) ;25 the same 
quality reappears in his opposition to Scipio: what began as &c<foaA.ua 
and 1Tpovota continued as </JtAonp.la and </JtAovtKla (Fab. 25.3). Plutarch 
at any rate seems to think that his sense of caution overwhelmed his 
judgement, and 7Tp~o'T'T'Jc is no longer apparent.26 

In his p,pA.tov of the lives of Pericles and Fabius Maximus, Plutarch 
developed the similarities and differences he saw between two men 
in whom the quality of 7Tp~6'T'T]c was outstanding. The concept of 
comparison was ever present in his selection of incident and anecdote, 
as well as in the overall development of the lives. When the biog
rapher discourses at length on Pericles' philosophical education or 
his caution as a general, or dilates on Fabius' dealings with Minucius 
while skimping the details of his confrontation with Hannibal, the 
reason lies in his desire to illustrate the 7Tp~o'T'T'Jc of each. A peculiar 
feature of the Pericles which has often puzzled commentators may be 
explained in the same way. Plutarch chooses to follow the comic poets 
and later historians in treating the attacks against Pericles and his 
friends, despite Thucydides' silence on the subject. Yet this is not 

15 Plutarch also criticizes his decision to remove a colossal statue of Heracles from 
Tarentum, which:seemed out of place and made even Marcellus seem a man '"PtFnrr' ICm 
t/x)t.av8pw11l~ 8avp.acTov (Fab. 22.8). 

se Note the repetition of l'"".pa>.lc at Fab. 26.3,4. 
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strange if we think that Plutarch saw these attacks as strengthening 
the picture-which he had received from Thucydides-of Pericles as 
a man who was always able by the cool skill of reason to dominate 
the tempestuous passion of his critics. In fact Plutarch must have 
thought that the stronger the criticism to which Pericles was sub
jected, the greater his 7Tpf!ch7Jc in being able to rise above it. In a 
similar way our biographer is at pains to develop as vividly as possible 
the opposition of Minucius, the Senate and the tribunes to Fabius. 
One life strengthens and explains the other, as we understand one 
hero by comparison with the other. The two lives were written as a 
unit, and the reader-whether historian, student of biography or 
amateur-should never forget the fact. 

Finally, if Pericles emerges from Plutarch's life immeasurably a 
greater man than Fabius, it is in no small part due to this same 
juxtaposition, which while illuminating the 7Tpf!1h7Jc of each, reveals 
that only Pericles possessed that sense of greatness--f>p6V7JfLa or 
fL£ya.:\oc/>pocvV7J-which could envision and build the Acropolis temples 
and make Athens the leading city of Greece.27 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL 

August, 1974 

27 The ,Pp&VfJp.a of Pericles is a secondary theme in the Lift, and it or its compounds appears 
frequently: ,Ppovlw p.eya 13.3, 17.1, 28.7; ,Pp&VfJp.a 4.6, 5.1, 8.1, 10.7, 17.4, 31.1, 36.8, 38.1, 39.1; 
p.eya>.of.pocWTJ 14.2. 16.7, 17.4. ,pp&VTJp.a is associated with Pericles in Thucydides: Thuc. 
2.43.6, 2.61.3, 2.62.3. The word appears rarely in the Fabius: 3.7, 18.4 (applied to Rome); 
,Pp&v,p.oc: 24.6. 


